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CAREER ^
I matriculated In the University of St*Andrews in 
October 1925, and followed a course to graduation, 
obtaining the degree of Bachelor of Science with First 
Glass Honours in Mathematics. During Session 1929*30 
I read for Honours in Natural Philosophy and obtained 
First Class Honours in Natural Philosophy in June 1930, 
In October 1930 I commenced research on the wcrrk 
which is now being submitted as a Ph,D. Thesis,
I was appointed in July 1930 to Carnegie Research 
Scholarship for Session 1930-31, and this Scholarship 
was renewed for Session 1931*32, In May 1932 I was 
awarded a Commonwealth Fund Fellowship in Physics to 
be held at Michigan University, Ann Arbor, from 
September 1932 to June 1934.
The original intention of the author was to 
investigate the effect of helium on the secondary spectrum 
of hydrogen* The experimental apparatus, which teid been 
erected, was completely destroyed by the fire in the 
Physical Laboratory of the United College, St*Andrews, 
and the experimental investigation had to be given up for 
some time. During this time the theoretical interpretation 
of observations by former experimenters was attempted using 
the theory of collisions. Uhen the experimental apparatus 
had been remounted, experiments were carried out with 
hydrogen-oxygen mixtures, and hydrogea-hellun mixtures.
This thesis Is divided into two parts; Part I consist 
:lag of the theory and Part II the experimental work. Part I 
is divided into three sections; in Section 1 a summary is 
given of collision processes and how they have been used to 
explain various experimental results; this is followed in 
Section B by the author’s interpretation of some previous 
experimental observations; a summary of the wave mechanical 
theory of collisions is given in Section 3. Part II consists 
of four sections; In Section 1 an outline is given of the 
various ways of exciting spectra and this is followed by a 
description of the apparatus used by the author in Section 
2; the results of the experiments with hydrogen and oxygen 
are given in Section 5, and the theoretical interpretation 
of these; the last Section deals with the experiments carriec
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out with hydrogen and helium, and the facto which may 
be Inferred from these e::Q)erlmental results.
3.
INTRODUCTION.
The main factors in the distribution of intensity 
among the lines of a spectrum are *• (1) electrical 
conditions of excitation, (2) pressure of the gas in the 
discharge tube, and (3) presence of Impurities. The 
present investigation was carried out to determine the 
third factor.
It has long been known that the addition of the Inactive 
gases to substances emitting spectra, results in certain 
cases in profound modifications of their spectra. In some 
cases this is in the form of a redistribution of spectral 
intensity, but in other cases the isolation of entirely 
new spectra is effected.
Many remarkable results have been found by Merton work: 
ling with mixtures of helium and hydrogen. Under ordinary 
conditions only the first few members of the Balmer series 
can be observed in discharge tubes containing hydrogen or 
water vapour, while about thirty members have been observed 
in the solar chromosphere (1) and in hot stars. Wood (2) 
has however observed about twenty members in long vacuum 
tubes. In 1900, Liveing and Dewar (3) noticed that a trace 
of hydrogen in a mixture of helium and neon produced nine 
members of the Balmer series, and more recently Merton and 
Nicolson (4) have investigated the intensity decrement of the 
Balmer series in neon with a trace of hydrogen, while Merton
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(5) obâerTed the same In mixtures of helium and hydrogen. 
Later, while using helium at a pressure of 40 m.m., twelve 
members were found. The secondary spectrum was also effected 
in those tubes containing high pressure helium and a little 
hydrogen. Certain lines of the secondary spectrum show a 
marked increase in Intensity, others remain unchanged, while 
some have their intensity decreased. The effect of argon 
and oxygen on the secondary spectrum of hydrogen has been 
further investigated by Barrat (6), It was found that 
argon exerts a somewhat similar effect as helium, but to a 
very much smaller degree. Rayleigh (7) has shown in the 
case of nitrogen that the inactive gases modify the spectrum 
of the nitrogen afterglow.
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PART I THEORY,
SECTION 1.
COLLISION PROCESSES*
In a discharge tube containing a mixture of gases 
there ia a large number o f atoms, molecules, and electrons 
in rapid motion# Many phenomena connected with electric 
discharges through gases can be explained by considering 
the different collisions which take place in a space contain: 
sing atoms, molecules and electrons*
When an atom or molecule is struck by a moving electron 
the collision may or may not take place so that a transfer 
of energy occurs between the electron and the internal 
structure of the atom# If the energy transferred is entirely 
the energy of translation of the colliding bodies the 
collision is termed ^elastic," while if the atom gains or 
loses internal energy the collision is called an "inelastic 
collision." These types of collision have been studied in 
most cases by bombarding the atoms end molecules of a rarefied 
gas with rapidly moving electrons* This method of experiment:
îingis due to the fact that electrons are easily obtained 
from a hot cathode, and also to the fact that the loss of 
energy is extremely small in elastic collisions. It is 
obvious that even for elastic collisions between electrons 
and atoms or molecules, there is always a fractional loss of 
energy from the electron on account of the laws of mechanical
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energy and momentum, and the fact that the electron has a 
mass, although very small* This loss has been calculated 
for electron impacts mith atoms by K. T. Compton and he 
found for this fractional loss, the value - 
where II is the mass of the atom, and m that of the electron;
Is the average kinetic energy of the atom and E^  
is the average kinetic energy of the electron; if 
is small then the expression takes the asymptotic value of 
and this is very small for impacts with heavy atoms 
or molecules*
Collisions between atoms end electrons of sufficiently 
low velocity are elastic; if the energy is increased a 
point is reached where the collisions become inelastic and 
energy is transferred to n higher level or state; all levels 
other than the normal level are termed "excited levels," 
or "excited states*" Such states may be subdivided under 
the two following heads: states In which the atom spontan:
:eously returns to its normal condition by radiation processes, 
and those in which radiation is impossible without the 
intervention of some external disturbance such as atomic 
collisions; the latter type of states are called "metastable" 
states* It is also necessary in order to interpret the 
experimental results to distinguish between effects produced 
by electron collisions with normal atoms, and successive 
excitation, that is, collisions with excited atoms and ions.
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In successive excitation the excited atoms are raised to a 
higher energy level. If the electrons have sufficient 
energy collisions between electrons and atoms may ionize 
the atoms and molecules* Franck and Hertz have shown •
that electrons have to attain a certain minimum speed before 
they can produce ionization in a gas, and the value of this 
minimum speed depends on the nature of the gas; the 
potential difference through which the electrons must fall 
In order to attain this speed is termed the "ionization 
potential" of the gas.
The sane nomenclature "elastic collisions" and "inelastic 
collisions" is applied in the case of collisions between 
atoms and molecules. In the case of elastic collisions it 
is obvious that the fractional loss of kinetic energy is 
much larger compared with the loss in electron collisions.
The "inelastic collisions" are further subdivided into two 
classes according to whether the translation energy of the 
atom or electron is transferred to the Internal structure 
of the atom or vice-versa. These two classes of inelastic 
collisions are called "collisions of the first kind," and 
"Kollisions of the second kind."
Klein and Boeseland (8) were the first to consider these 
processes. They pointed out that since e collision between 
a molecule and an electron may result in the excitation of 
the molecule, due to the molecule absorbing the kinetic energy 
of the moving electron, the reverse of this process should 
also take place, that is - - the excitation energy of the
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molecule may be changed into kinetic energy of the electron 
in o collision between an excited molecule and a slowly 
moving electron.
Franck (9) has shown that the theory of Klein and 
Ropseland may be extended In order, to include impacts of 
the second kind between atoms and molecules in excited 
metastable states and neutral atoms and molecules* From 
experimental observations Duffendack has shown that these 
types of impacts can be further developed and that two 
further types can exist* wherein a neutral molecule is 
simultaneously ionised end excited
1. ''An ion of one kind may, upon collision with a molecule 
of another gas* ionize that molecule, and excite the 
resulting molecule-ion to the degree that the work of 
ionization of the one exceeds that of the other. Thus an 
ion may rob a molecule of an electron and give to the 
resulting ion the excess energy made available by its recom: 
:hlnation with the electron, over the amount needed to take 
the electron out of the molecule. Since the energies of 
excitation are quantised there is usually some energy to be 
accounted for* and this probably goes into increased kinetic 
energy of one or both particles involved in the collision.”
2. "An excited atom of one kind may, tpon collision with 
a molecule of another gas, ionize that molecule and excite 
the resulting molecule-ion to the degree that the energy of 
excitation of the one exceeds the work of ionization of the
9.
other* In this process an electron Is set free, and must 
take up Its share of any excess energy a© kinetic energy 
of translation#”
Ivzo main conclusions can be made from the many 
experimental results already published* The first Is that 
a certain number of collisions between an atomic or molecular 
ion and an atom or molecule of lower ionization potential 
will occur in which an electron will be transferred. The 
processes expected to occur at a collision can be predicted 
from a knowledge of the ionization potentials of the atoms 
and molecules involved. The same is true when collisions 
are considered between excited atoms and molecules, and 
neutral atoms and molecules which have lower excitation 
potentials. Secondly, the probability that a certain 
transference of energy will tako place appears to be an 
Inverse function of the difference between the ionization 
potentials or the excitation potentials involved. By far 
the moot probable transfers seem to be those in which the 
ionization or excitation potentials of the two gases concerned 
are nearly equal. ^hen there is a large amount of excess 
energy the probability of the process occurring is very much 
smaller. This second conclusion, which Is drawn from many 
experimental results, as has been pointed out, is one of 
immense Importance. The whole theory of collision processes 
and their application to experimental observations depends 
upon the above conclusion.
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A summary of the above processes will now be given, 
similar to the one given by Duffendack and Headrick (10). 
lot us consider a space containing two gases, the atoms 
of which may be denoted by A and B. respectively; the 
excitation and ionization potentials of A ere greater than 
the corresponding quantities of B, that is, collisions 
will be considered In which the excitation energy or 
ionization energy is transferred from A to B. The following 
list of reactions 1 - 6  may occur, and the resultant products 
are also given, 7 - 1 0 ;  these products depend on the 
relative ionization and excitation potentials of A and B,
Reactions. Resultant Products.
1. a' +- B 7. A 4- b ' -H K.E.
2. A^" -h B 8. A 4- B" + K.K.
3. a' +■ b ' 9. ,A + B""' K.E.
4. a"* +■ b ' 10. A +• B"  ^ K.B.
5. A -h
6. + d "'
A ,D'ere excited gas atoms; A^  ,B^  are gas ions; ,B"'
excited gas ions, ,B^  ^ doubly ionized atoms, and K.E. 
is kinetic energy.
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Processes of Ionization and Excitation.
The processes of Ionization and excitation In the 
positive column containing pure monotomic gases, which have 
metastable states can be represented by the following 
reactions.
The monotomic gas A will only be considered,
(1) Reactions by which impacts between electrons and atoms 
produce ions,
A + A*+ 2e -I- K.E.
+ e, =  2 e  + K * E ,
where , e, denote a fast and a slow electron 
respectively, and a1 , the atom A in an excited 
metastable state,
(2) Reactions by which metastable atoms are produced,
/
A + e, A + e -f K,B.r ^
I f
A - radiation —
A + A =  A^ •+- A + K,E*
(3) Reactions in which atoms in metastable states are 
excited to higher levels,
(
A + o =  A + e  +• K,E*
A
A ■+• e = A "f" 0 + R,E,
m  5,
where , Is a fast electron capable of exclttfe 
a neutral atom, and ©^  , is a slow electron only
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capable of excltiag a metastable state.
If nixtixres are now considered, the most important 
mixture is one which is composed larcely of one gas with 
a small amount of another gas, which has smaller ionization 
and excitation potentials. The processes which take place 
can be predicted by collisions of the second kind.
Let A denote the atoms of the gas, which is present in 
greater amount, and B denote the atoms of the gas present in 
small amount.
The following reactions can therefore take place.
(a) Collisions of the second kind producing ionization of 
one gas and effect the concentration of the metastable 
states of the other.
-f- B =  + A + e 4- K,E.
B =  B + A + e -h K*E.
A ^ +  =  B ^ - A + e  -h K.E.
(b) Collisions of the second kind whereby the concentration 
of metastable atoms of the main gas is decreased, and 
therefore changes the ionization processes in a 
discharge through a mixture; such as the following:-»
a ' + B s' + A - ^ B  -f A + radiation.M
Collisions of thé second kind between ions of the main 
gas and excited or neutral atoms of the other gas do not tend
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to Increase the number of Ions.
By adding a small amount of one gas to another the 
processes of Ionization and excitation may be considerably 
changed* In the case when the added gas has lower excitation 
and ionization potentials than the main gas, very large 
changes in the field may be produced by very small amounts 
of the gas. If the added gas has higher excitation and 
ionization potentials than the main g$s, then the field is 
only slightly changed, the change being proportion to the 
amount of gas added.
In order to make quite clear the processes explained 
above, the monotomic gas helium will be considered. The 
ionization potential of helium is 24.47 volts, and the 
excitation potentials of the metastable states of helium are 
19*73 and 20*51 volts.
(a) The following processes will produce ions in pure 
helium.
>24.47
He ** He
24*47
I
He^ =! He
20.51 24.47
19.73
2e +■ K.E.
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IB) The following reactions produce the excitation of 
the arc spectrum of helium.
t
(bp He ** He ~i~ e +- K • H •
(>19.73, <24.47^ (>19.73, <24.4%
S + He_ Ho e K*K.
<4*74 20.61 f>19.73, < 24.47)
19.73 ' '
/ /
He - radiation =  He 
X , 19.73
(>19.73, <24.47/ 20,51
If a small amount of neon is now introduced, changes 
occur, the excitation of the helium spectrum Is reduced to 
dome extent while the neon arc spectrum Is strongly 
developed* Neon has many excited states whose energies 
lie between 19.69 and 20.62 volts.
Therefore the following reaction can take place -
f f
He^  +- m  =  n© He ± K.E.
20.51 19.69
19.73 to
20.62
The presence of a small trace of neon in helium will 
therefore greatly reduce the concentration of the metastable 
helium atoms, and increase the number of neon atoms in the 
excited states, thus strongly developing the spectrum of neon
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The above processes have been used to excite the 
spectra of a or metal Y?hich was otherwise difficult to
obtain, and also to explain many of the experimental results
obtained when the mixtures of gases have been examined.
The following is an outline of some of the important
experimental results obtained and their explanation using 
the above theory of collisions of the second kind.
Duffendack has made a special study of such processes 
and their applications. Along with a number of his assoc: 
liâtes Duffendack (11) has made a spectroscopic examination 
of the excitation by means of the low voltage arc, of 
mixtures containing the rare gases along with either a 
metallic vapour, nitrogen or carbon monoxide in a tungsten 
furnace. The limits and maxima points of excitation 
observed were explained on the basis of collisions of the 
second kind between excited atoms or Ions of the rare gas 
and the neutral molecules of the other gas or metallic vapour. 
Gome of the principal results of these workers will/now be 
given.
Duffendack and %olfe excited the arc spectrum of nitrogen 
in a mixture of helium and nitrogen. The process of 
excitation probably takes place in two stages; first, the 
dissociation of the nitrogen molecules Into neutral atoms 
takes place by impacts of the second kind with metastable 
helium atoms. The first step is undoubtedly the dissociation 
of the nitrogen into neutral atoms. The dissociation of a
16.
moleoule into a normal atom and an excited atom In one o f  
tbo initial levels is Impossible by this process, because 
an excited helium atom does not possess sufficient energy 
to do this. The lowest value of the heat of dissociation 
of a normal nitrogen molecule is 9.1 volts, and the lowest 
^level of the lines considered has an excitation potential 
of 11,7 volts. Hence 20,0 volts energy is required to 
dissociate a nitrogen molecule and excite the lines 
originating In the lowest term, while a metastable helium 
atom possesses not more than 20,5 volts energy« The second 
step might have been an electron impact or a second impact 
of the second kind. After some reasoning the authors 
prove that the nitrogen arc lines were probably not excited 
by electron impacts, and therefore they must have resulted 
from second impacts of the second kind with metastable 
helium atoms,
Duffendack, Henshaw and Goyer excited the lîg II spectrum 
in mixtures of magnesium vapour and hydrogen, argon, neon 
and helium in a tungsten furnace apparatus. The excitation 
is believed to be due to impacts of the second kind between 
normal magnesium atoms and metastable atoms or ions of the 
rare gas or hydrogen, according to the equations -
He + =  Mg*' + H,.
+ J
Mg + A =  Mg + A
Mg f N© =  Mg^  He
Mg + Ne*^  *= Mg"^  -f- He
Mg + He' =  Kg + He
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These reactions, shown in the above equations 
represent collisions of the second kind In which a normal 
magnesium atom Is Ionized and excited on contact with an 
excited molecule or Ion of the gas with which the magnesium 
is admixed. In such reactions the amount of energy avail: 
.♦able is limited to a quantity equivalent to the excitation 
potential or the ionization potential of the gas molecule. 
The magnesium may be mxcited to the degree that the excit: 
;ation potential or the ionization potential of tto gas 
molecule exceeds the ionisation potential of the magnesium; 
any energy that remains is converted into kinetic energy of 
the reacting molecules. The Mg II spectrum has men y levels 
near those of the excited and ionized states of the rare 
gases; the Mg II converges to a level 22*5 volts above the 
normal state of the magnesium atom. This is only one volt 
above the ionization potential of Neon and 2.7 volts above 
the lower metastable state of Helium,
Duffendack and Smith carried out an experiment which 
involved the ionization by collision with positive ions and 
which dealt with the disposal of the excess energy at such 
collisions* They showed that positive helium ions, upon 
contact with CO molecules, ionize the CO molecules and use 
the residual energy to eXcite the ion formed. They were 
thus able to excite the bands of the spectrum of CO.
Duffendack and Black then made a test to see if this 
kind of transfer took place in metallic vapours which were
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monotomic. Since the first spectrum of copper had 
already been analysed, the method was tried in copper* 
helium, copper-neon and copper-argon mixtures. % e  
The reactions wich take place are shown in the following 
equations, and the available energy left over after 
ionizing the copper Is also given.
-f f-
He ^ Cu == Cu + He -h 16.7 volts.
24,5 7.8
+ -h
Ne + Cu ~  Cu + Na •*- 12*6 volts.
21.4 7.8
+ -h
A -f Cu =  Cu + A + 7,7 volts.
15.4 7.8
From the energy levels of Cu II, shown in Plate 1, 
it is seen that helium should be able to excite any levels 
in the Cu II spectrum which are below 155270 cm’. Neon 
should excite any levels below 110,160 cm"’ , and should 
show the lines from the 3d^ 4p configuration. On the other 
hand, argon should only be able to reach 61560 cm \ and 
the lines from the Sdip levels should not be developed in 
this type of mixture. Such was found to be the case, and 
thus the conclusion of Duffendack and Smith that the excess 
energy went into excitation of the spark spectrum was 
confirmed in the case of copper.
The spectrum of iSxi II was excited by the same method
19
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as that used to obtain Cu II, and similar conclusions 
were obtained as in the previous case.
A series of experimental investigations on tho 
effect of helium, neon and argon on certain diatomic 
gases has been carried out by Merton and Johnson (12); 
Johnson (15); Johnson and Cameron (14); end Cameron (15).
Host of the results have been explained by Duffendack 
using tho same processes as above.
Other investigations of a somewhat similar nature, 
but from a different standpoint have been carried out, 
and one of those is the experiments carried out by 
Hfimwell (16) on ionization by collisions of tho second 
kind in the rare gases.
From his experiments it was apparent that ionization 
by positive ions does occur. In a partially ionized 
mixture of two monotomic gases there will bo three general 
types of collisions taking place; atoms will collide 
with atoms, atoms will collide with ions, and ions will 
collide with ions* The second type of collision may be 
subdivided into two classes; an ion may collide with an 
atom of higher ionizing potential, or an Ion may collide 
with an atom of lower ionizing potential. In the latter 
case the Ion has a greater affinity than the atom, end 
there may be certain probability that an electron may be 
transferred from the atom of smaller electron affinity 
to the ion of the atom of larger electron affinity* Aa
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As this change would not be reversible, the effect of a 
large number of collisions would be to increase the 
number of ions of lower ionizing potential at the expense 
of those of higher ionizing potential, Mixtures (gf helium 
and neon, neon and argon, and, helium and argon were 
Investigated and the following equations given in the order 
of probability account for the résulta obtained* The 
probability of a collision taking place is an inverse 
function of the difference of the energies involved*
He + Ne =  He Ne ^
Ne"^  + A =  He +- A
He + A ==: He A
The above is a summary of the chief points in connection 
with collision processes, and how they have been used to 
explain some experimental oberrvations*
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SECTION 2,
I, THE INFLUENCE OF WATER VAPOUR ON THE CONTINUOUS
SPECTRUM OF HVDROGEN.
While considering the influence of foreign gases on 
gaseous spectra, it thought that the presence of water 
vapour may modify the general spectrum of the gas under 
consideration, besides producing the known water vapour 
bands. It was found that eaperlments had already been 
carried out in this connection. Newman (17) found that 
the continuous spectrum of hydrogen could be produced at 
low pressures, by means of an electric arc passed between 
cold electrodes in a rarefied atmosphere of hydrogen. An 
intermittent electrical discharge was passed between two 
iron electrodes in a discharge tube, and between one of 
these electrodes and a third one a potential difference 
of 200 volts was applied.continuously. The tube contained 
hydrogen at a pressure of 10 mm mercury. If the hydrogen 
was not dry, the water vapour bands, particularly those 
at  ^3064 and \ 2811, were prominent, together with a 
few of the lines oft he Balmer series, but there wasao 
continuous spectrum. On the other hand, when the gas was 
dry, the water vapour bands were absent, and the continuous 
spectrum was very marked, being accompanied by the Balmer 
lines and the secondary spectrum of hydrogen. The
23.
continuous spectrum became gradually more intense as the 
water vapour bands disappeared•
Newman, came to the conclusion that association of 
water molecules with the atoms and molecules of hydrogen 
opposes the production of the continuous spectrum, and 
suggests that the continuous spectrum is associated with 
the hydrogen atoms and with tho molecules*
It is however now accepted that the general continuous 
spectrum of hydrogen Is due to molecules of hydrogen.
There have been many theories put forward to describe the 
excitation of this spectrum and the most recent theory and 
one which Is now generally accepted is that due to %lnans 
and Stueckelberg (18). They put forward the hypothesis 
that the continuous spectrum is due to transitions from 
the higher excited triplet states to the normal unquantised 
triplet state - 1^ .^
It was thought therefore that the above phenomena might 
be explained by the theory of collisions of the second kind 
between ionized or excited hydrogen molecules, and the 
water vapour molecules. Since, however, the ionization 
potential of the hydrogen molecule is.15*9 volts, and the 
ionization potential of the water vapour molecule is 13
f-
volts i.e. producing the normal ion 0 - , t&o
difference between these energies seems too great for a 
collision of the second kind between these two bodies to 
be very probable. Moreover,it is known that the carrier
24.
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o f the ^ater vapour bands Is not the normal Ion, H^O , 
but OH^ , %hloh is not produced at 13 volts but at 17#3 
volts according to the process
+"
H. 0 — > OH  ^ H
17*3 volts
In experiments on the Investigation of the ionization 
potentials of oxygen, Smyth and Dtueckelberg (19) examined 
the nature of the ions formed in mixtures of the rare gases 
and oxygen. A very strong effect was observed: they
found that in the presence of Argon, no matter how carefully 
dried, the 0^  ions were fairly strong in evidence, and 
Increased as the pressure was raised. Therefore, the 
following process, representing a collision of the second 
kind between an argon ion and a normal water vapour molecule, 
must be very strong -
A 0 '—} A ^ H^O
Smyth and Stueckelberg came to the conclusion that the 
probability of a collision between an argon ion and a water 
vapour molecule, according to the cbove equation, must be 
very great although the energy dlfferedco was somewhat 
large,. The ioniza.tlmn potential of argon is 15,57 volts 
and the ionization potential of the water vapour molecule 
producing , is 13 volts. They set forth two
explanations of this: either the water vapour molecule
possesses a higher ionization potential of about 15 volts,
25.
or the Yiûter vapour, molecule was excited to a higher 
vibration level than with electron impact.
Therefore if there had been a greater amount of 
water vapour molecules present this would have resulted 
in efcreat increase of the ions at the expense of the
argon ions* If the above effect is to be explained by 
collisions of the second kind, as outlined, a similar * 
explanation may be given in tho case of the effect of water 
vapour on hydrogen* Hydrogen has an ionization potential 
of 15.9 volts, very slightly greater than that of Argon* 
Therefore in the discharge containing hydrogen and water 
vapour, there will probably be a very great increase of 
tho normal water vapour ions due to collisions with 
ions, which are largely present, according to the equation -
+• +
a
+
The excess energy may bo used in exciting the H^O ion to
+
a higher vibration level. These B^O ions may on collision 
dissociate forming *-
+ f-
H^O — f OH ^ H (requires about Z
volts energy)
and thus may give rise to the water vapour spectrum* The 
Balmer series is always produced along with the water 
vapour bands. The hydrogen molecules in strongly excited 
states may also lose their energy on collision with water 
vapour molecules
h / H^O ^
26.
The result of the addition of water vapour Is to 
reduce to e very great extent the proportion of excited 
and ionized hydrogen molecules, and thus prevent the 
appearance of the continuous spectrum along with the 
secondary spectrum of hydrogen. As the quantity of water 
vapour is reduced the number of excited and ionized 
molecules of hydrogen will increase, and therefore the 
continuous spectrum and the secondary spectrum will 
gradually increase in intensity as was found by Newman.
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II. BtSCTBIC ARC IN MIXED GASES.
Most of the experimental work with mixtures has been 
dona using a condensed or uncondensed spark discharge, 
and practically no work is on record when the spectra 
have been excited by means of tho arc.
Newman (20), however, discussed the electric arc 
in mixed gases. During his investigations photographs 
wore taken using helium, which had not been dried, as well 
as dry helium. The Impurities consisted mainly of nitrogen 
carbon monoxide:, carbon dioxide and hydrogen which were 
present in an exceedingly small amount. The spectrum 
of the residual gases did not show the CN bands, while 
in all the photographs using helium, these bands were by 
far the most Intense on the plates. On these plates also, 
the helium lines were faint, the Balmer lines being much 
stronger. When neon was substituted for helium, the Balmer 
lines were relatively faint compared with the neon lines; 
and it Is also seen from the photographs the CN bands arc 
not quite BO Intense.
An explanation Is therefore required of the excitation 
of the CN bands, and also the changes observed on substitut: 
îing neon for helium.
Newman put forward the following explanation. The 
electric resonance potential of the CN bands is 3.18 volts 
and so the CN hands must have a low ionization potential*
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Therefore the CN molecule is Ionized by electrons of 
comparatively small energy# The helium or neon atoms 
by elastic collisions with molecules of CN, increase 
the total path of the electrons, and thus increase the 
chance of colliding with a molecule of CN. Also during 
collisions between helium atoms In the excited state and 
molecules of CN, the helium atoms may return to their 
normal state without radiation, the energy which would 
appear as radiation if a quantum jump took place, ionizing 
the CN molecules and the CN bands accordingly appear#
This explanation does not agree with other kncwn data. 
Helium possesses two metastable states, 19,73 volts and
20,56 volts, and since Neman assumed a low ionization, 
the probability of a collision between metastable atoms 
of helium and CN molecules is very small. The process 
would be
He' + CM CM"^  + He
But we know, according to Klein and Eoeseland (21), the 
probability of such a collision taking place varies 
inversely as the difference of the energies involved, and 
so this type of collision would only take place if the 
CN molecule had an ionisation potential slightly lower 
than the metastable states of helium# Borsch and 
Kallmann (22) have studied (CN)^  and found that the 
Ion appeared at 13,5 volts and the CN^ ion at 18 volts, 
according to the probable process
Cg_  ^ CN CN^
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I t  the theory of collisions of the second kind Is
-t—
no^ applied in the case of hellun* the Ion may
be formed by a 0% molecule colliding with an excited 
metastable helium atom
/ +
He + He -f- %.E.
19.73 13,8
20.56
The probability of the CN^ Ion being formed is much 
greater since the energy difference Is less. This latter 
type of collision would probably be
/ i-
Ha C =  CN -h CÎT + He
19,73 18
20.51
This Interpretation agrees with the observed appearance of 
the CIÎ bands.
Neon has an ionization potential of 21*5 volts* and 
has metastable states at 16.64 and 16.64 volts. Collisions 
between neon Ions and N^  molecules could therefore take 
place •*
i~ +■
N© +  ^ CN -f- CN +■ N© (3)
21.5 volts. 18 volts.
and also collisions between excited neon atoms and C N
molecules -
Ne -h N^  -h He (4)
3^*54 volts. 13*5
16.64
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These processes are not so probable as that in equation (2), 
therefore the neon would not have so great an effect in 
producing the CîT bands as helium had#
Merton and Pilley (25), investigating tho excitation 
of nitrogen, suggest that the presence of an inert gas 
causes an upper limit to be placed on the energy acquired 
by the bombarding electrons by the resonance potential of 
the inert gas* As has already been mentioned the minimum 
excitation states of helium ere 19*73 and 20*51 volts and 
the corresponding states for neon are 16*54 and 16*64 volts# 
The production of the Balmer lines from molecular 
hydrogen requires about 15*5 volts, and to dissociate and 
ionize the hydrogen molecule, according to the process
  ^ H n requires 18 volts#
From these facts it is clear that tho Balmer lines 
in the spectrum of the mixture containing helium will be 
relatively stronger than the helium lines, while in the 
spectrum of the mixture containing neon, the Balmer lines 
should be relatively weaker than the neon lines#
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SUCTION S, 
qWNTCTv! mCHÂNiCS OF COLLISIONS*
The acatterins of electrons by atoms is a complicated 
process If all the effects are considered. There are 
present effects due to the field of the atom* the distort: 
:lon of the atom by the electron, the exchange of electrons 
between the atom and the colliding electron, and,moreover, 
reactions of all these phenomena with each other.
The first theory of collisions, using the new quantum 
theory was given by Born (24); this theory is very well 
summarised by Vsentzel (25). Many others have developed 
this theory end applied it to scattering of electrons by 
atoms, treating the atoms simply as fields of force.
Mott in several papers from 1929 to 1932 in the Proc, of 
the Roy* Soo* has treated this subject by a method similar 
to that used in calculating the scattered intensity of 
X Rays scattered by atoms.
In the following short account,this method will be 
outlined, and the modification necessary in the results 
obtained in the early investigations^so as to account 
for the various effects mentioned above.
In experiments on scattering of electrons we measure 
the ’'scattered intensity#Suppose we have a beam of
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électrons such that one electron crosses unit area in 
unit time* and let us also suppose that this beam falls 
on an atom the scattering centre, let 0 be the
point where the atom is situated* and let P be the point 
at which we are to examine the scattered Intensity; the 
distance OP being denoted by R, and the angle between OP 
and the direction of the incident beam of electrons by ^
Tho small area at the point P is perpendicular to
the line OP* (o being the angle subtended by the area 
at 0.
In tho following account of the theory of scattering, 
the beam of electrons* all of the same energy* is considered 
to act as a beam of waves* The rate of flow of the 
electrons is proportional to the square of the amplitude 
of the waves; If the waves fall on a small region of space 
at which there is an electrostatic field of force they ero 
scattered, and the number scattered in any direction is 
given by the square of the amplitude of the scattered wave. 
Therefore if the amplitude of the incident wave is unity,
and the amplitude of the scattered wave is at a
distance R from the atom* then the scattered intensity 
is given by
I, -  //w/'
The law of scattering can be found from the wave equation.
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This law that governs the scattering Is that each 
element of volume, , scatters a wavelet, and
that the amplitude of this wavelet at a distance n from 
tho element of volume Is
j multiplied by
the amplitude of the incident wave at the point at which 
the element of volume Is situated* V is the potential 
energy that an electron would have at that point. If V 
is greater than zero the wave starts with the same phase 
as that of the incident wave; if V is less than zero, 
it starts with the opposite phase. The amplitude of the 
resultant of all these scattered wavelets is obtained by 
considering the interference of all these wavelets.
This law will now be derived, using Schrodlngers wave 
equation,
Sohrodingers wave equation is
E is the energy of each particle in the stream and m is its 
mass. I t  Â put equal to » the wave length of
the waves becomes . Then (1) becomes
-k
(v'+ i ' j y  -  2 j p y . f .
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From the theory ot differential equations it is known 
that if is a known function, then the equation -
has for its most general solution
where 1® the general solution of
Yo =  0
Then if is any solution of (1) the Ÿ  must satisfy
the equation
f h i )  =  i h i )  + ^
(2).
let Ÿ  uow taken as the solution of (1) which consists
of an incident and scattered wave.
For large f , the integral tends to the value
/?T^ , where A depends only on * This
Integral therefore represents the scattered wave.
must represent the incident wave* end therefore
The form of the integral in (Z ) shows that the law
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Which has been stated is true, that Is the scattered 
wav© is due to the interference of wavelets scattered 
by each element of volume, the amplitude and phase of 
each wavelet being given by
Now Born obtained his formulae by using an assumption. 
To obtain the scattered intensity,the Interference of the 
wavelets have to be considered, and this will only be 
suitable to calculate if the amplitude and phase <yf the 
waves in the space, where there is a field, is not very 
much changed from the values they had, when no field was 
present. The amplitude and phase of each scattered wave 
is thus known. Born assumed this and placed ^ 
in the integral in (2), and then evaluated it for large f: 
Mott, however, used another method. He obtained the 
same results by using a formula, which is used in % Ray 
scattering* If a wave, wavelength X , Is considered, 
and this falls on a spherically symmetrical distribution 
of scattering body, and suppose at a distance -f from the 
centre,the element of volume, ♦ scatters a
wavelet of amplitude T&) Then if it is
assumed again that the amplitude and phase of the incident 
wave is not much disturbed, then the amplitude of the 
scattered wave is given by -
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• o^
iî.
H J.
where 7? la large; <3 is the angle between the 
scattered wavelet and the incident wave, and
/  X
This formula has been used for the scattering of X ray© 
by an atom. The same formula can also be used fwr the 
scattering of particles by a field of force. If a wave 
of unit amplitude is scattered, every Volume)of (element) in 
the field scatters a wavelet of amplitude
_ _ L - .  \/(i-)
The resultant scattered wave will then have an amplitude
where
Xô) J (3)
V('^) is the potential energy of any one of the particles 
at a distance T from the centre of force.
In this case,  ^ '
z
The scattered intensity is given by I^  (^(0)j
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Electrons and Atoms*
In the case of electrons and atoms, the potential 
energy, V(<) , of one of the incident electrons at a
distance ' f from the centre of the field of the atom has 
to be knoBB, Approximate expressions for this have been 
obtained by Thomas (26), Fermi (27) and a more accurate 
expression by Hartree (28). Bullard and Massey (29) 
using the Thomas-Fermi expression calculated the scattered 
intensity .
Born’s formula (3) gives a scattering curve for all 
atomic fields which fall off monotomically with increasing 
angle, and therefore does not explain the results found by 
Arnot (47), who found maxima and minima on the experimental 
curves for low velocities. This is due to the assumption 
made by Born that the incident wav© is not disturbed by the 
field of the atom.
^ith increasing velocity, however, the maxima and 
minima disappeared and the experimental curves then obtained 
were in clése agreement with the theoretical curves. In 
order to account for the maxima and minima in the experimental 
curves, we must find a more exact solution of the equation (2), 
which represents the incident and scattered waves.
Faxen end Holtsmark (30) used instead of the approximate 
expression, , for the amplitude of
the scattered wavelet* the expression which takes into account
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the distortion of tho rave
L- 
'?? ■
when the incident wave
is of unit ainplituda.
The expression obtained by Holtsmark for the scattered 
intensity Is
T, =  4 - i  I .
r c*«? t'' '*
Where j> = , and ^ is the radlns^of the hydrogen
/A
I''
atom* The experimental curves of Arnot fitted closely the 
theoretical curve of Holtsmark.
But owing to electron exchange^ the exact solution of 
tho wave equation will not be able to explain successfully 
tho experimental results et very low velocities. This 
possibility of exchange has been considered by Oppenheimer 
(31), end later by Mott (32); Massey and Mohr (33) have 
shown that these offects are important in the scattering 
of electrons by helium.
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Scattering: of Electrons In Hydro£yen and Helium.
The following method is that given by tlassey and 
Uohr in considering tho scattering of electrons in two 
electron systems, with special reference to hydrogen and" 
helium.
Instead of using the Born formula, they used a method 
due to Dirac. Dirac calculated that the effective cross 
section that an electron must hit in order to raiee an 
atom from state #n * to state the electron velocity
velocity changing from to / is given by
è  =  9-ff-V 4'   <«;
to a certain
degree of approsimation.
I V I ) is the transformation matrix given by -
v i m Â ' )  =  dv,
V  is the interaction energy; , X r  normalised 
wave functions of the states of the complete system.
(1) Hydrogen atom.
If electron exchange is neglected tho wave function is 
simply the product of the wave function of the atomic and 
colliding electrons.
1 denotes atomic electron.
TynÂ' '/ 2 denotes colliding electron.
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The wave function of the colliding electron is taken
as a plane wave with direction before and after impact by
the unit vectors and , 4jL  are the
X'ïïyy^
velocities before and after inpact. Oning to the identity
of the electrons, represents a state of the
same energy as  ^ » and the symmetrical and
asymmetrical linear combinations must be formed
i i i ' =r ^  . I ÿJ t, ) ' ' ± " I
These expressions are substituted in equation (a) and we 
obtain two cross sections
where ^ _ JTff. ■&. I W  A
(c)
and ••« A  A
I f l - ^  simply the Born formula. The modification
caused by the electron exchange is the introduction of the 
Up to now spin has been neglected; if this is introduced,
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the complete wave equation is antisymmetric. Therefore 
we have the syrametrlc cross section, when the spin function 
is eatisymmetric, and vice versa*
Since the symmetric spin function is triply degenerate, 
the antisymmetric function non degenerate, a weight 3 must 
be attached to the antisymmetric cross section*
The total cross section will now be -
(2) Helium atom.
In this case we have a three electron problem and the 
only allowed wav© function is doubly degenerate*
In this case the cross section obtained is
where ^ ^ j—  .
and (Ù cIa]^
This theory is only approximate; it is more accurate the 
greater the electron velocity; but it is a much more 
accurate formula than the Born formula.
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The importance of this theoretical work in this present 
investigation is the result deduced by Massey anti Mohr 
from the effective cross section, that there is a definite 
difference in the excitation of singlet and triplet states* 
A short account of the experimental work in this field 
will be given and then a comparison of the experimental 
results with the theoretical.
Experimental Investigation.
In the experimental investigation the Intensity of the 
lines have been measured* These measurements have been 
carried out by a number of investigators, using different 
gases; in helium by Hughes and Lowe (34); Peteri and 
Elenbaas (55); Skinner and Lees (56); Hanle (57);
Michels (38); in neon by Hanle (59); in Hg vapour by 
Schaffernioht (40); in Zn and Cd vapour by Larche (41); 
and in molecular hydrogen by Brasefield (42),
From all the experimental results it is found that the 
triplet states in the spectra of two electron systems differ 
from the corresponding singlet states, in their behaviour 
to electron impacts*
The probability of excitation of a triplet level has a 
sharp maximum for electron energies just above the excitât: 
îion potential, whereas In the case of singlets the 
maximum probability is not sharp and occur© at energies
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considerably beyond the resonance potential.
Some of the above experimental results will now be 
considered in more detail, special attention being placed 
on tho results of Brasefield on hydrogen.
Skinner and lees investigated the variation of the 
helium lines, when the velocity of the exciting electrons 
is altered. They came to the following conclusions:
(1) for high electron velocities the triplets vanish in 
intensity compared with the singlets; and (2) for low 
exciting velocities the singlets are weak compared with 
the triplets.
vs'e can now compare at this point the theoretical 
results with the experimental results. For high velocit: 
îles the extremely mall probability of excitation of the 
triplet states compared with the singlet states is shown 
in the following table, giving the relative values at 200 
volts.
Transitions. i S - 2 j S  > I S - 2 T  . I S - S T  . I S - 3 D  
Singlet. 0*03 7 T 0'0<jlfa\ O'OOlS'TT i^ o^ooois-Ttac
Triplet O‘ 00 ilt<^c 0'0y/7r«» o-o^i ' ï ï '%
In Plate 2 are curves which represent the excitation 
probabilities of the 2 ^ S, 2 S, 2 ' P, 2 P, 3 ' D, 3 ' P 
states of helium from the ground state, as a function of
hj
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M
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the velocity of the incident electrons.
The experimental curves found hy Hanle and by Skinner
end lees are shown below the theoretical curves. It is
seen that both sets of curves agree very well.
The other experimenters mentioned above obtained
results, which gave the same form of curves; the
difference between the singlet and triplet lines being 
very characteristic.
Hydrogen,
For several years Brasefleld studied the variation 
in the intensity of the lines of the secondary spectrum 
of hydrogen. From his experiments he concluded that the 
most'important factor influencing changes in intensity 
was the velocity of the exciting electrons, and so to 
confirm certain differences in behaviour of the singlet 
and triplet systems of molecular hydrogen, Brasefleld 
carried out further experiments with a range of electron 
velocities from 19 to 220 volts. The electron emission 
and the gas pressure was kept constant.
Microphotometrie traces were made of all the spectra 
using a Moll self-registering microphotometer. The 
density of each line was obtained by the formula -
density ■=- ^ where d is the total
galvanometer deflection in the absence of o line, and h
9 0
47I9.0(JK:-.2>.S 1—2 K (J)  )
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is the height of the trace, corresponding to the lino. 
Curves were then drawn showing the variation of intensity 
of a line, with electron velocity in equivalent volts.
The density-voltage curves for the principal singlet and 
triplet lines of the secondary spectrum are shown in 
Plates 3 and 4* The curves are all drawn to the same 
scale, and one density value is given for each curve.
It is easily seen that there is a decided difference 
in the behaviour of the singlet and triplet lines. The 
triplet curves have no maximum, but seem to be approaching 
one slightly below 19 volts. On the other hand the 
singlet lines show a decided maximum of density between 
30 end 45 volts.
So accurate were Brasefleld*s results that the 
analysis of the lines of the secondary spectrum by 
Richardson were confirmed,
Kakumoto investigated the difference of the hydrogen 
spectra under different conditions of excitation; at high 
and low pressure the hydrogen spectra show two different 
strata in the positive column, and the spectra of these 
were compared; also he compared the spectrum from the 
positive column with that from the negative glow. Along 
with other experimental results Hakumoto used the results 
of Brasefleld to confirm his conclusions that he obtained 
an approximate separation of the singlet lines from the 
triplet lines.
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PART II. EXPEBI?!Er7TAL.
SECTION 1.
I.ÎETHODS OF EXCITING SPECTRA.
As an introduction to the experimental part of this 
thesis a short account will be given of the various 
methods by which substances are made to emit their 
characteristic spectra.
There ere four principal ways of producing spectra; 
by means of the flame, the electric arc, the electric 
spark and the vacuum tube.
Flame Spectra.
The bunsen flame is tho simplest method of producing 
spectra, but it is only suitable to salts of the alkalis 
end the alkaline earths. If in some cases the temperature 
of the bunsen flame is not high enough, the oxyhydrogen 
or the oxyacetylene flame may be used* The flame spectra 
besides containing the lines of the elements has several 
bands due to compounds of the element with oxygen or any 
other impurity introduced along with it into the flame.
The Electric Arc.
The second of the typical methods of excitation is 
by means of the electric arc. The chief advantage In this
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methoâ Is that the arc spectrum of an element Is much 
richer In lines.
If two carbons are connected to the terminals of a 
battery with an e,m.f, of 100 - SOD volts, and the rods 
then pushed together and then drawn apart, a very bright 
discharge passes between them. This Is the electric arc.
With metals of not too low melting point the arc may be 
passed directly between the rods of the metal itself - 
e,g, with metals such os Iron or aluminium. with metallic 
salts, or non metals, It Is usually to employ the carbon 
arc and feed the salt Into It. This Is done by making 
the lower carbon the positive one, and placing a small 
quantity of the substance In the crater which Is formed 
In this pole. The disadvantage of this method Is that 
It causes the arc to flicker. A more useful method is to 
employ a cored carbon.
The spectrum obtained by this method consists of lines 
due to the element, bands due to the oxide, and In cases 
of substances introduced Into the carbon, there ere a 
great number of lines due to Impurities in the carbon poles 
end also bands due to compounds of carbon. For many 
purposes, great advantages are obtained by maintaining the arc 
in a vacuum.
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The Electric Spark.
The electric spark Is obtained by the discharge of a 
high potential electric current from an Induction coll or 
transformer with a condenser in parallel with the spark 
gap.
With discharges obtained without the use of a 
condenser the spectra consist mainly of bands due to air 
with feeble metallic lines in the neighbourhood of the 
poles. When a condensed discharge Is employed the spark 
spectrum of the poles is obtained, together with the 
characteristic lines due to nitrogen end oxygen. A very 
important feature of spark spectra is the enhancement of 
the intensity of certain lines, when this method is 
substituted for the electric arc, while other linos are 
weakened. The lines which extend furthest across the 
gap are those which are the last to disappear when the 
amount of the substance in the electric arc is gradually 
reduced. The spark lines themselves extend to varying 
distances across the gap and can therefore be classified 
into groups.
The spark spectra of solutions are easily obtained 
by making the solution of the salt surround the negative 
pole in a suitable vessel.
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The Vacuum Tube.
Vacuum tubes or Geissler tubes generally consist of 
two glass bulbs connected by a capillary tube, each bulb 
having electrodes of aluminium sealed through the walls.
The tubes are filled with gases at low pressures, about 
1 or B mm,, and are excited by means of an induction 
coil or transformer,
A3 in the case of the spark spectra, the spectra of 
gases in vacuum tubes are profoundly modified by tho 
addition of a condenser and spark gap in the circuit,
A number of different vacuum tubes have been designed 
for different purposes. In the "end-on" form tho capillary 
is viewed end-on and the spectrum is much brighter.
In the experimental work to be described, the spectra 
were excited by moans of a transformer with an auto- 
transformer producing A.C* voltages up to 15,000 volts.
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SECTION 2.
EXPEBIMEÎÎTAL APPARATUS.
The following Is a description of the apparatus used 
In the expérimente to be described In later sections.
1. The Discharge Tubes.
Two Hllger discharge tubes with quartz windows end 
taps were mounted horizontally on a wooden frame which 
could be moved up or down in one plane, so as to bring 
either of the discharge tubes In line with the slit.
Plate 5 shows the two discharge tubes, and the connections 
to the other parts of the apparatus used. The discharge 
tubes were joined to the central part of the apparatus 
by means of two pieces of flexible pressure tubing, which 
possessed sufficient play to allow for the movement of the 
discharge tubes. These were the only rubber connections 
In the apparatus. A troublesome feature, when an exposuro 
was In progress was the emission of traces of gas by the 
electrodes so that before a particular experiment had 
commenced the absorbed gas had to be removed as far as 
possible. This was accomplished by evacuating the 
discharge tubes several times and flushing out with the 
gas, which was to be used in tho experiments, and then 
passing the discharge through the tubes for several hours. 
This was repeated a few times.
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2* The Hydrogen Generator.
The hydrogen or oxygen as required was generated 
by the electrolysis of a 15,1 solution of sodium hydroxide 
and dried by passing through a series of drying tubes, 
containing concentrated sulphuric acid* and phosphorus 
pentoxide.
3# Apparatus used for Introducing the Bare Gas.
Tho helium was supplied in bulbs by the British 
Oxygen Company and at first great difficulty was found in 
introducing the helium Into the discharge tubes. The 
final arrangement was one by which not only traces but 
also any quantity of helium could be used, and was a 
modified form of the apparatus, given in Baly’s Spectro: 
:scopy, vol. II, p. 163, for filling vacuum tubes.
This part of tho apparatus consisted of a bulb about 
3" in diameter to which was connected three taps (see 
Plate 6). The tap at the top of the bulb (A) was joined
to another tap, which was connected to the Hyvac two-stage
rotary oil pump; a second tap (B) was joined to the 
bottom and this was left free; at one side of the bulb a 
capillary tap (C), bore 0*5 mm, was joined. To this tap 
a capillary tube of the same bore was Jointed and this 
capillary was bent in the form of a B tube and slightly
trawn off at the end. There was a fourth opening in the
bulb* and this was first connected to a wider tube (D), 
which was filled with phosphorus pehtoxlde* and then joined
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Plate 5, Discharge Tubes-
Plate 6* Apparatus for Introducing heliun*
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to the main part of the apparatus. The principal by 
which the rare gas was Introduced was the following.
The capillary U tube was Immersed in a mercury trough so 
that the mercury was a few cms above the end of the 
capillary* It was in this position that this apparatus 
was joined to the mnia part# The whole apparatus was 
partially evacuated, and then the capillary tap was opened 
for a short time# The capillary was thus filled with 
mercury, some going over to the bulb and could be drawn 
off as required by the tap at the bottom of the bulb.
One of the limbs containing the rare gas was broken under 
mercury, and a quantity of helium transferred to a test 
tube in the usual manner. The test tube was now trans:
:ferred to the mercury trough, so that the capillary was 
inside the test tube* By opening the capillary tap 
small quantities of the rare gas could be introduced into 
the apparatus*
4. Large changes of pressure were measured by a manometer, 
while the low pressures were measured with a MacLeod Gauge. 
5» The apparatus for producing the high voltage was 
obtained from Hilger Ltd,
A Rotary Converter F 281, which was mounted with two 
resistance lamps and worked with 220 volts D*C* giving 
150 volts, 60 cycles, A*C*
A 1 K#v/* Transformer F 282, Including auto^transformer. 
This transformer with the correct tappings to the auto* 
transformer gave secondary voltages of 8000; 10,000;
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12,500î 15,000 volts* 15,000 volts was the voltage 
used unless stated.
6. The Speoto^raph»
It was necessary to use a spectograph of high 
dispersion in order to obtain suitable photographs of the 
secondary spectrum of hydrogen* The spectograph used was 
the Hilger E 66 model, the optical system being of glass.
In the following investigations two ranges of the 
visible spectrum were photographed (1) Red-Green, 
approximately to and (2) Green to Blue, which
includes to Hy . The dispersion obtained by this
spectograph was from 20 A*U, per mm. of the plate at H ^  
to 5 A.U, per ram, at Hy.
The discharge tubes were so situated that the nearest 
strong part of the discharge was about 55 ems. from the 
slit of the spectograph; the quartz sphero-cylindrical 
lens was at a distance of 14 cms. from the slit.
Imperial Eclipse plates were used in the Green Blue 
range end Ilford Special Rapid Panchromatic in the Red- 
Green range* Exposures varied from two hours to ten hours; 
the discharge was very steady during the exposure even in 
the case of the longest exposures.
Photographs of the spectra from the two discharge 
tubes were taken in juxta position, using the Hartmann 
diaphragm.
The exposures for each discharge tube were of the
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same length of time. No iron arc photograph was taken 
as only a comparison between the two spectra was required* 
Photographs of the spectrum of an Iron arc alongside the 
spectrum of hydrogen had been previously taken in the 
two ranges mentioned.
The plates were measured by means of a Hilger I 18 
measuring micrometerj this instrument has a 15 cm. travel, 
with an accuracy of 0.001 mm.
Plates 7, 8 and 9 are photographs of the apparatus 
actually used* In No* 7 can be seen the discharge tubes 
on the adjustable frame* No* 8 is a photograph of the 
foreign gas apparatus in position, with a test tube of 
helium supported over the capillary syphon. A general 
View of the arrangement of the apparatus is shown in 
Plata 9*
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Plat© 9* General view of the apparatus*
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SECXÏOH 5#
EîBHOGm Aim OXtami MIXTORES#
It was propose# at first to repeat some experliaents 
with oxygon an# tho rare gases* In preparing the 
discharge tuhes^ they were flushed out with oxygen by the 
electrolysis of a dilute solution of sodium hydroxide> so 
that all traces of nitrogen could be remove#* When this 
had been completed, several trial photographs of the 
discharge were taken at low pressures* It was found that 
not only tho lines duo to oxygen could be identified on 
the plate, but there were present other lines which were 
easily recognised to be the Palmer linos and lines of the 
secondary spectrum of hydrogen* This showed the presence 
of hydrogen in the discharge tube; this was presumed to 
be due to the fact that the outside nickel electrode 
(cathode) was lower than the inside tube of the electrolytic 
generator so that in tho inside tube pure oxygen was not 
being generated, but oxygen with a small amount of hydrogen*
In order to examine if the presence of oxygen, which 
was obvious in excess, had any effect on the hydrogen 
spectra, photographs were taken in tho two regions »*** 
^)9000 - 4790 and A A 5020 - 5800# Before considering the 
results of the experiments, it will be convenient to give 
an account of the oxygen spoctra found in a discharge tube 
with pure oxygen*
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Oscy^en Spectra*
Two different line spectra of oxygon hare long been 
known I and the names "conponnd line" and "elenentary line" 
were assigned in 1871 by Schuster (43)* on the supposition 
that complex and simplified molecules or 'molecular 
groupings' were respectively involved in their production* 
These spectra are also known as the series and elementary 
spectra* Further lines belonging to another line spectrum 
have boon found by Schuster* lunt (44) and later by 
Fowlor and Brooksband (45) and other exporimentors*
In accordance with the present views as to the origin 
of spoctra, these three spectra are attributed to neutral, 
singly ionised and doubly ionised atoms of oxygen* and 
are designated 01, Oil, OIII, or 0, 0^, 0^^# A 
spectrum has been discovered recently which has been 
ascribed to 0 * Tho Oil lines arc generally produced by
condensed discharges of moderate intensity through 
capillary tubes| the lines of OIII are added to the 
spectrum as the pressure is lowered, and tho intensity 
of the discharge increased* If the pressure Is raised 
to a few zms* in the discharge tube, the series lines 
make their appearance*
The best loaown emission band speotruia of oxygen is 
the negative band spectrum with four very strong bands at 
A) 6420 - 6300; AA 6010 - 5960; A A 5630 - 5550;
A A 5290 - 5200; In addition there are several fainter
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bands with heads about A ^  5900 ^ 5840; \  6800;
A A 6790 - 6700; A 4980#
It Is now known that those bands are due to the
+
singly ionised molecule of oxygon - 0^  *
Oxygen^hydrogen Mixture s.
At first photographs were taken, in both regions, at 
a pressure ^ 1  mm of Hg# On these plates were present, tho 
Balmer lines, and the secondary spectrum of hydrogen, the 
most prominent lines of tho Oil spectrum, Which agree 
with tho moot intense lines according to the tables in 
papers by Fowler (46) and Johnson and Cameron (14)* There 
was no trace of any of the prominent bands of the negative 
system, but there wore bands present, whose heads were 
about A 4830 and A 4500# Table I gives a list of lines 
and bands, identified on these plates* In Plate 10 aro 
shown enlargements of parts of the two regions of the 
spectrum*
These photographs were now compared with those taken 
sonetimo earlier with the same spectrograph using pure 
hydrogen# It was found that the lines of the secondary 
spectrum were approximately of the same intensity, but 
the lines of the Balmer series showed a very marked 
change on the plates with oxygen present* Those lines 
were very strongly increased in Intensity, but more 
remarkable, they did not show tho same increase in intensity*
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Hçj was vary slightly increased in intensity, if any at 
all; showed a definite increase, end By a still 
greater increase so that the higher members of the Balmer 
series showed a greater Increase in Intensity than the 
lower members <
Photographs were also taken of the discharge using 
the same mixture of oxygon and hydrogen but at e higher 
pressure, at 5 - 4 mm# of Ilgj in this case the colour of 
the discharge was pale green at tho ends of the capillary 
and pink in the middle* At this pressure the lines of 
the secondary spectrum are almost extinguished, while the 
Balmer lines appeared of intensity equal to that observed 
before* A number of strong bands now appeared on the 
plate; these bands had heads about ^6080, /\5610, ^5200, 
/^ 4835, ^4500, and other fainter bands# (Table II, Plate 11.)
These bands were at first thoU(^t to be the negative 
bands of oxygen, as they appeared at about tho same 
wave length as these latter bands# However, their 
structure was not at all in accord with the structure of 
the bands of the negative system of oxygen; all the bands 
in the plate wore degraded to the violet and ^owed an 
increase of intensity up to the head of the band# The 
oxygen negative bands are also degraded to the violet but 
show a maximum Intensity in the middle of the band* These 
bands wore identified as tho Angstrom bands of carbon 
monoxide, and their presence was very probably due to a 
minute carbon impurity in the discharge tube*
Plate lü. Spectrma of hydrogen and oxygen mixture
Pressure 1 mm Hg.
%o
CJ1
Plate 11, Spectrim of hydrogen and oxygen mixture
Pressure 3-4 mm îîg.
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TABLE I.
Discharge at pressure ^ 1 imn# Hg» Hegiona)^0OOO - 4790»
AA5020 - 5800
(1) Balnor linos very prominent#
(2) Secondary spectrum of hydrogen - approximately of 
intensity equal to that in pure hydrogen*
(5) Oxygen 01 spoctrum absent*
(4) Oxygen Oil spectrum - prominent linos present. 
Those linos which were easily identified are given
below -
4751,34 (4) 4551.275 (6)
4741,71 (3) 4349.435 (8)
4705.56 (8) 4345.570 (7)
4703,18 (5) 4336,86 (e)
4650,853 (6j 4253.98 (8)
4649,143 (10) 4189.795 (10)
4641,827 (9) 4153,310 (7)
4638,865 (6) 4596.189 (8)
4609.42 (4) 4590,983 (9)
Wave lengths and intensities from Fowlers Tables 
(loe# cit#)
(5) Bands whose heads wore about ) 4855^ A 4500 present
(6) Ho trace of the negative bands.
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TABLE II*
Discharge at a pressure 3 * 4  m *  % *  Beg!one/V\9000 4790#
))5020 0 3800#
(1) Balmer lines very prominent#
(2) Secondary spectrum of hydrogen almost extinguished#
(3) 01 spectrum strongly developed#
The prominent lines are easily recognised; *
4638*30 (10) Singlot (P), very strong; the only
singlet line that could be present in the range*
The prominent triplet lines; ^
6456.07 (9) 6158.20 (10)
54.53 (7) 56.78 (8)
53.69 (6) 55,99 (?)
5436.83 (8) 5330.65 (10)
35.78 (6) 29.59 (?)
35,16 (5) 28.98 (6)
(4) Oil spectrum very much decreased in intensity.
(5) Angstrom bands strongly developed#
Intense bands at about A 6080> A 36X0, A 3200, A4836, 
and Mood#
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Discussion*
Tho properties of the oxygon aton and molecule are 
now sufficiently well known to allow an attempt to be 
made to interpret the above changes# %rede (46) has 
shown that In the oxygen discharge there is a considerable 
dissociation into atoms* Tho first ionization potential 
of oxygen is 15*55 volts and tho resonance potential of 
the oxygen atom is 9*1 volts*
Ilany observations have been made on the ionization 
potentials of the oxygon molecule, and results varying 
from 15.5 to 15*5 volts have been found, corresponding 
to the formation of tho normal ion, Og* Mackay (49) 
found two distinct ionization potentials at 12*6 and 16*1 
volts, A very Important observation was made by Hogness 
and Lunn (50)# They found that above 20 volts 0^ ions 
were produced by singlo impacts* Smyth and stueckolberg 
(51) confirmed this result and in addition verified it 
further by observing that neon ions (having energy of 
21*6 volts) formed 0 ions by collisions of the second 
kind with neutral oxygen molecules
4- 0 ^ No + KfEi
21*6 volts*
-h
Therefore the potential at which 0 is formed from Og 
must lie between 20 and 21 volts* From the potential 
curves of the oxygen molecule Stuackelborg (52) applied 
the theory of Franck (55) concerning the most probable
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transitions between electronic states in molecules, and 
found that the following reactions could be oxpected ^
+
0. — ^  Or, at ISéS volts#
At higher voltages, but less than SO volts, transitions 
to excited levels of 0 ^  takes place ^
°S °2
It has also been found that the carrier of the negative 
bands is the oxygon ion, the normal Ion, 0 ^ # From
the experimental results It is seen that the negative 
bands do not appear on the photographs of the discharge 
at low pressures* At this pressure the majority of the 
electrons have sufficient energy to dissociate the oxygon 
molecule according to the process given above **
Og — > 0 0 i
so that in the discharge tube there will be a largo 
proportion of atomic ions of oxygen# Therefore it is to 
bo expected that the Oil spectrum would be present#
The strong appearance of the Balxaor lines can be 
explained by the theory of collisions of the second kind 
between oxygen atomic ions or molecular ions and hydrogen 
atoms* The ionisation potential of atomic hydrogen is 
13*529 volts and therefore it is very probable that the 
increase in intensity in the Balmer lines can be explained 
by collisions of the second kind between oxygon atomic ions
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or molecular ions and hydrogen atoms producing hydrogen 
atomic ions or excited hydrogen atoms* according to tho 
following processes «
(1) producing hydrogen ions
0  ^^  ' % — 5> e '*’ 0
15*05 volts 13*529 volts
0% + E — ^ 0
13.5 volts 13.529 volts
(2) producing excited hydrogen atoms
+ /
0 -*■ H — » H 0 -  j t
13.55 volts
+ /
ig +  n
13*5 volts
Og H — p n 4. 0% -
The probability of such a collision taking place depends 
on the difference of the energies* and as has already 
been pointed out, is inversely proportional to that 
difference# The excitation potential of the various lines 
of the Balmer series are «
IÎQ —  12.055 volts
—  12.692 volts
11 y___ 12.997 volts
  15.162 volts, etc#
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fhereforo It 1# seen that it ic more probable that the 
higher members will show a greater Increase in intensity* 
and this increase will be larger, the higher the member 
concerned,
Ihe bands of tho negative system might be expected 
to appear when the Oil spectrim was extinguished at the 
higher pressures, showing that tho molecules were not 
being dissociated in the manner mentioned above* At 
the higher pressures the Angstrom bands appeared strongly 
and these would mask the negative bands if the latter 
appeared# The strong excitation of these Angstrom bands 
is no doubt due to the fact that a number of excitod 
states of the oxygon atom lie very closely to the initial 
levels of the Angstrom bands; therefore these bands would 
be strongly excited by collisions of tho second kind 
between excited oxygen atoms and the normal CO molecules 
according to the process
0 ^+ CO co' +  0 #
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During Bomo experimental work in Mlohigan University* 
it was found that the presence of a trace of carbon 
monoxide in excess of nitrogen* caused the strong appear­
ance of the Angstrom bands* This was due to a similar 
reason* the excitation levels of the Hg molecule being 
in close resonance with the excited states of CO*
Deodhar and Dutt (54) investigated the oxygen spectra 
especially the band spectra of oxygen and found bands whoso 
heads were approximately at ^ 0032* /t5630* /\5290* ^4830 
and A4500* These bands were assigned to oxygen; they are 
the sane bands as found in the above experiments and are 
in fact tho Angstrom bands, which are strongly excited 
on account of the presence of excess of oxygen and only 
a trace of carbon monoxide as impurity* The sane workers 
found tho Baimer lines to be also very persistent on 
their plates; this is very probably due to the presence 
of the trace of hydrogen* which they found in their 
discharge tube, and the effect of the excess oxygen* as 
pointed out above*
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SECTION 4.
HYDROGEN - HELIUM MIXTURES •
The oxygen,which remained in the apparatus from the 
previous experiments, was thoroughly removed from the 
apparatus so that the oxygen spectra did not appear on 
tho trial plates. The apparatus was now filled with 
hydrogen at less than 0.1 mm. Hg. One of the discharge 
tube taps was now closed and helium introduced into the 
other discharge tube. Pressures of helium up to 
approximately a pressure of 20 mm. of Hg were used, but 
the best effects seemed to take place at the pressure of 
10 mm. of Hg* Photographs taken at slightly higher 
pressures showed ho change from those token at 10 mm, 
except that it required longer exposures to bring out the 
lines.
Photographs of the spectrum from each discharge tube 
were taken in juxta position by means of the Hartmann 
diaphragm, (Plate 12).
Exmnination of the Spectra.
The plates were examined by means of tho measuring 
micrometor. The lines were identified by comparison with 
the plate containing the secondary spectrum and iron arc
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speotra; the hydrogen lines of the latter plate had 
been Identified mith the lines given in the tables of 
Gale, Monk and Lee (55), The estimates of the intensities 
of the lines are eye estimates, and mere recorded for 
both ranges, l*e. to , and to Hy
Tables III and IV give the results for both the ranges. 
The most intense lines are marked 10, and the weakest for 
which the edges are visible 0. Very faint lines with 
indistinct edges are marked 00. The lines d or b refer 
to lines, which are diffuse or unusually broad. v/hen 
the Identification of a line la doubtful, duo to a few 
lines given by Gale, Monk and Lee being unrecolved, these 
lines are bracketed*
In column 1 of the tables, appear the wave numbers 
of the lines from Gale, Monk and lee's table; in the next 
column are the intensities of the lines given by 
Kapuscinski and Eymers (56) end by Gale, Monk and Lee, In 
the third and fourth columns appear the eye estimates of 
the intensities of the lines in hydrogen at a pressure of 
less than 0,1 mm. and in hydrogen with helluia at a pressure 
of about 10 mm. In the last column the classification 
of the lines according to Richardson is given the 
notation is that used by Mulliken,
*<3
The lines belonging to the 2 1T bands have been 
recently rearranged by Sandeman (Proc, Roy, See, A 138, 
p. 395, 1932).
x=n ~ri J_L
Plate 12. SDectruRi of hydrogen and helium mixture
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TABLE III',
THE SECONDAHY SPECTKÜM OF HYDROGEN• EFFECT 
OF THE ADDITION OF HELIUM.
REGIONÎ H^- Hy. PRESSURES;
H^< O.limuHs.
^ lOmrn Hg.
w.n. K&E GmL H+He Classification
15552.37 29.6 10 00 m
15621,96 48.5 10 0 - s'TT
15767.10 44.2 7 0 -
15800.76 91.0 10 1 -
15817.47 13.9 3 - 00
15870.10 64.3 10 2 1 3^ 77--» 2'/:.
15905.53 46.3 10 1 00
15926.52 3h * 00
V.
32,26 19.8 3 00 00
97.73 15.8 2 - 1
16025.36 68.0 10 2 2
31.77 11.7 2a - 1
46.28 44.5 7 0 1 5^7? -> j'Z
60.31 137 10 4 5 j’77-^
68.21 2 - 00
16121.52 37.5 8 1 00
26.19 69.0 10 2 3
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TABLE III ( cont. )
w*n K&E GM&L Classification.
16130.47 12.9 2 )
1
32.09 18.4 5 )
63.95 69.3 10 2 2
86.63 15.6 3 0 00
90.17 3
1 3d
92.25 15.8
16203.93 27.4 7 00 1
25.06 36.0 8 0 3
30.41 19.6 2 1 j ’ T! -* 2 £.
40.81 28.0 5 00 00
94.37 78.0 10 4 5
97.25 22.3 5 0 2
16314.99 29.5 4 )
j*7T -» i £
16.05 51.0 6 1 ' 3
30.59 152 10 6 5 3 ‘ j ^ z ' é
38.02 1 m 2
44.13 9.7 1 1 5‘TT->2^ £,
52,37 0 00
54.65 9.0 1 00
93.70 44.1 9 1 2 3*7T-» i'£
16413.37 26.1 7
4d » - 3 7j-
16.35 2 o j
40.72 97.0 10 5 4
45.80 14.6 3 00 00
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TABLE H I  ( con&. J
w,n. K&E OM&L H4*He Classlflcatlo
164 64.49 0 « 0
69.93 22.6 8 3 5
76.10 32,3 7 2 2
79.06 24.4 7 1 2
88.16 30.6 8 1 2
16507.71 21.3 2 00 4 /tt-» i t
15.45
17.89
16.0
16.8
5
6 ;
1 2
30.23 14.2 5 1 3
36.89
38.98
8.7
7.4 :j
. Ib
44.31 18.5 2 00 3
48.90 11.1 3 00 0 i ' c ^ x ' t
73.94 81.1 10 6 10 X t
79.03 10.8 2 00 6
84.72 34.0 10 6 7 3^t XTT
96.37 47.0 10 4 5 jV-* î £
16603.20 27.0 9 4 5
11.43 173 10 7 10
30.47 8.4 3 0 1 î ‘t  X-TT
42.14 8.6 2 00 3
64.24 18.1 9 2 6 S i  x 'tt
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Ta b l e  h i  ( cont. )
w*n. K&E GM&L Classlflcatlo
16667.53 1 - 1
78.57 40.0 10 2 3 3*7r-»z’-i
84.83 1 0 1
92.00 14.0 5 2 3 3 Zlj 2 //.t
16710.65 21.8 6 2 10 3‘ £ z'TT
50.55 120 10 6 10
43.17
44.92
15.3
16*7
3b
55.44 15.0 4 2 3
64.12 12.0 4 1 4 3 £ -t/77
74.42
74.97
34.7
: i
3 6
j ’ r - ’ 2 ^ ,
83.74 2 00 1
16802.37 52*0 10 5 4
09.70 38.0 6 1 4 / tT ^  2^
54*27 37.7 10 5 10 s'£
41.63 10.3 4- 00 1 3 %  -
54.86 37.5 10 5 10
60*14 Oa 00
63.40
64.10
1 
1 ,
- 00
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Ta b l e  h i  ( cont. )
w*n. K&E GM&L Classification.
16873.46 39,4 9 3 2
84.94 4 )
2 4
85.83 22.3 J  ‘-*1,
92.70 16.0 5 0 1
97,19 10.9 5 3 5
16916.33 13,0 3 00 3 â^ ~~^  ^
10.46 10.9 0 00 00
34 .41 9,8 1 00
40,99 7,7 1 00
43.05 1 00
44.94 0 3 jV-» 2%
62,63 1 00 3
69,39 1 00 1
76,03 17.6 5 2 5
78,52 28.0 10 4 5 7 - ^ 1 1
30,72 22,7 8 3 3
90,71 21,3 6 3 5
17006,43 30.9 10 3 3
25,41 2516 6 4 3
31.67 la 0 4
33,21 20,2 4 3 4
47,15 15.0 4 1 2
56.70 9,3 1 0 2
T a b l e  h i  (cont. )
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w.n. K&E GH&L
17060*68 20,6 5 00
68.60 1 00 2
91,29 17.0 8 2 5
97,23 0 3
17105.07
26.15 -
3
27,97
29.89 46,2
1
a 6 >
4
39,77 17.6 5 2 1
44.93 10.2 4 00 6
63,93 9.3 2 2
69,22 37.8 10 4 2
79,50 9.1 3 00 6
84,46
86,00
10,7
8.9
3
2 J
!
" 00 -
87.90 13,7 4 0
92.31 22,9 6 2 6
99.28 44,0 10 6 10
17202,61 14.3 4 00 4
13.82
14.04
14.23
0 ’ 
U
o;
1
i *6
3 'îî^—^ ^ ^6 
ÏÏlf,
TABLE III (cont. )
83.
w,n# K&E Od&L Hz iÿHe Classification.
17218,60 23.0 8 2 2
22.72 2 5
53.19 10.3 2h 00 3
59.70 9,9 2 00 2
46,74 1 00
62,66 11.0 2 0 5
60.69 4 2 6 <2 //(Ai
66,82 9,4 2 1
71,56 13.9 4 1 2
79.01 46,4 7 6 3
87.27 9.3 2 00 0
96,19 12.0 2h #» 1
99.50 14.6 4 1 4
17311,08 37.0 9 4 3 i  ÏÏ.I,
12.48 16.2 3 2 1
16.56 15.6 6 1 2
26.77 1 Id
36.25 8.9 2 0
37.59
38,58
12.5
8,8 :i
00 5
66.14 16,2 6 2 4 3 TT^ —?  ^7/^^
57.64 15.6 6 2 2 3^% — •> -Z //.;
64.30 11.7 5 1 2
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TABLE III ( cont. J
w.n. K&E Üfj&L Classification,
17369,32 5 00 2
89,47 2 Id
17411,21 6 00 3 3^7/^-r
26,25 40,3 10 4 3
31,57 17,1 6 1 00
41,32 19,6 8 2 5
49,52 1 # 0
51,59 30.7 10 3 5
59,76 2 - 1
67,13 10,0 6 0 1
89,90 9*6 3 0 2
97,72 33,5 5 1 2
17508,99 12,1 5 00 0
27,44 11,1 4 2 4
37,02 9,6 4 00 3 J ^^ 6
46,60
47,00
11,4
6,0
V
2a j
00 3
57,05 25,6 5 00 00
62,23 3 1
72,31 34.6 10 3 5
88,06
89,17
22,0
19,4
5
3,1 : 3
93,01 3.1 3 00 4 3 ^
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TABLE III ( cont. )
w,n. K&E üul&L H, H+Hea Classification,
17616,32
28,90
29,46
30,93
10,5
13,0
9.6
3,0 ■il
1
2
33,60
40,02 : i
. 2
64,73 1 2
69,01 3.0 2 #» 1
76,23 26,5 9 1 2
87,41 6.0 3 1 3 /4 —? X é-
17706,41 8.0 2 Od
i'3 z 'l
16,35
17,06
15,4
5.9 ' i3a J
00 2
41.92 31,0 8 0 1 i 'C - * 2 '£
 ^65.17 5,0 3 1
85,03 11,3 6 m 00 i'C -^x'i
17812,31 67.8 10 1 1
60.87 23.6 7 00 1
59,74 30.0 10 1 00 X é-
18004,84 26,3 a 00
34,16
35,41
20,0
20,0
7
4 ;
00 00
3 V  -*X^2
53.90 73.5 10 3 1 5’TT-’2‘£
18158,65 32.7 10 1 00 /Ti->2‘é
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TABLE III ( cont. )
w,n# K&E OM&L Clasalficatior
18178.16 45.8 9 0 00
90.12 24.9 8 00
10239.51 32.7 10 1 0
18311.28 43.0 8 0 6
94.77 30.0 10 0 0
18425.06 33,0 8 0 0
46.44% 60.9 10 3 2
62,56 45.6 6 0 00
80.23 21.0 4 00 m
18509.73 15.7 8 00 2
64.05 43.0 10 1 0
18631.03 14.1 7 00 00
66.78 40.2 7 00
18704.60 24,6 4 1
41.52 21.1 6 0 00
67.87 9,2 4 00 00
18851.17
61.66 43.6 : i
2 2 i 'K -
55.19 9.0 2 1 0
76.62 5.7 3 00 j'B-» j'f
18961.78 27.0 10 0 1
84.32 34.0 10 1 1
19018.39 24.0 7 0 1 s 'C ^ z ' i -
TABLE III (cont. )
87.
w,n. K&E GlnkL Hjhlie Classification.
19082i27 10.G 4 * 0
19456.36 20.0 5 00 00
19552i03 51.0 7 1 0 s'c ^ ^
19660.33 46.0 9 1 o
19677.60 44.5 7 0 1 3 ^ ^
97.24 23.0 4 00 00 3^ '/\ z £
19725^70 48U0 7 0 00 3 “^ £ £
42g22 33.0 6 0 0
76^54 67.0 9 1 0
19329.55 50.0 8 00 1
54i46 52^0 9 0 0
66.70 4^6 1 00
73<74 41.5 9 0 00
79^73 10.5 2 00
19942.45 92.0 10 5 2
49.79 52.0 3 0 00
60.91 8.6 0 00 00
62.54 20.0 0 0 00 i 'C
80.36 40.0 9 2 1 i 'c
20002.69 11.7 5 0 0 i 'c
07.05 10.8 3 00 4* i 'c
72.00 24,5 G 1 0 i'A - ^ 2 ‘£
81.77 16.3 4 00
TnBLS XII (cont, )
88.
w.n,
20088,33
20101,74
18,28
27,64
60,72
72.92 
20258,91
40,71
53,11
56*79
60,90
63.88
69,05
33,29
83.93 
97,95
20302*96
23,15
65.97
68.97
76,15
77.44
20415.43
/L&E
10.4
56.0
26.0
35.0
24.5
17.5
29.0
10.5
11.5 
19.» 
110 
30 * 0
34.0
OmL Hi
12.0
8,0
11.4
13.5 
12,0
6,0
6,5
3,8
3 
8
5
6
5
6
4
5 
In
3 
10
4
7
8 
9 
3 
3
5 
5
3
4 
. 1
0
00
3
1
1
0
0
0
0
4
2
2
00
1
1
00
00
Classification, 
i  A 2 ^
3 V  i
3 ' C 2' £
3f
3 Y i
2
00
2
0
0
0
0
0
00
3
2
2
00
0
2
2
Ta b l e  h i  (cont. )
89.
w#n# K&E GM&L UfliQ Classiflcatj
20438.89 9.6 4 1 1
59.24 5.0 2 1 1
204 69.77 
70.24
9
1
Ü 
la /
0 1
74.44 7 1 00 00
79.72 12.1 2 00 00 3 V  ^^
93.95 14.4 3 00
20503.04 34.4 6 3 3
10.10 29.5 4 0 00 j'/y
14.19 20.0 2 4 3
15.48 95.0 8 5 4 j'2 £
30.48 21.9 4 2 2 5'S ^  -2%.
40.69 16.7 3 2 2 3 'a ^ •
TABLE IT.
REOXOÎiî 5^-
90.
W.n. K&E GI4&L H^He Classlflcatlo
20569.95 22 2 0 0
75.67 5 0 0
85.01 60.5 9 4 3
20616.78 73.7 9 4 5
20.86 5.9 1 00 00
51.97 10.0 2 00 •
59,30 8.7 1 0 1
40.76 7.3 0 I
Id 0
41.59 35.8 2 ) 3 '/7 -> 1 ^
45.25 10.8 3 0 1 4^-ïï -» 2’£
48.07 6.2 1 ] i ' c  -> 2 '£
40.91 5.0 0 J
0 i'/t/
62,91 34.5 6 2 2 f ^
86,21 10.4 5 2 5 j'S
20728.46 52.1 8 2 00 j'f
44,64 7.0 00a 1 1 4 ‘TT-*z’i.
51.81 17.8 5 1 0 s'c
68,69 31.0 7 2 1 i 'c
75.87 0 00 0
80.79 Oa 0 0
89.00 0 0 0
Ta b l e  i v (cont. )
91.
w.n# K&E ami K. Classiflcati<
20795.75 5,9 2 1 2
20818.88 12.2 2a 1
37.28 72.2 2 4 1
40.10
40,34
40.59
45
I
1
48,57 11.4 1 0
53.98 49.5 5 2 0 i 'K  î 'é
59.96 1 00 0
67,24 17.0 2 1
73.55 39.5 5 1 0 I'A -^3é.
08,53 10.9 2 1 2
94.78 10.4 2 1 00
20902,12 5,5 1 00
03,99 8.0 la 00 00 i 'N -A x ' l
10.38
10,65
51.9 "Î 3 1
25,81 43.0 6 2 1 3 é
32.78 8.7 Oh 00 •to
39*76 13,0 1 00 00
54,51
55.84
10.2
18,9
2
3;
1 00 S'A - * 3 '£  
-* 3 £
60.64 3.9 1 00
92.
TABLE XV (cont, )
w.n.
20970.62
85.60 
21002,00
09.39 
16,U2 
22,84 
39,79 
67,54 
76.13
78.81 
31.77
86,78
21123,59
32,38
40,73
45,86
53.00
58,92
63,32
66,94
73.61 
76,05
84.82
K&E
13.3
76.8 
7.6
14.1 
5.5 
4.1
11.2
44.0
53.6
18.8
37.1
13.4
5.9
2.9 
6.0
8.3
27.6
5.3 
127 
19,8
4.4 
185
omL
2
9
1
2
5
2
2
2
5
6
3 
6 
2 
2 
1 
1 
1
4 
1
10*
3
la
10
0
4 
00 
00
1
0
1
0
3
3
1
3
1
1
0
00
00
2
00
5 
0 
0 
5
Classification,
00
1
1
00
1
1
00
1
1
0
0
1
3
00
00
3
2 't
s'C-^x'£,
93.
Table iv (cont. )
w*n# K&E omL Classification!
21207.81 47.1 6 2 0
17,97 0 0
20.69 11,2 5 • 1 1
27,60 60.0 10 3 1
32,31 10,Û 2 0 00 s ' / i -
46,88 8,2 3 0 00
69,07 17,7 6 1 1
62,87 5,9 2 0 00
69,71 0 00
21506,76 25,1 6 2 0 z'c ^ t
15.17 60,6 7 4 2
30:69 88,0 6 3 1
33,56 29,0 3 2 0
40.34 27.5 4 2 0 3 'A ^ ^
44.12 159 8 6 3
50.86 71,5 6 3 1
56,38 10,6 2 00 0 3'^ ^
59,59 39,3 6 1 0
66,71 38,8 6 3 1 l ' h - ^ 2 '£
82,99 34.3 4 2 00 i  '!< -^X 'L
84,60 29,7 3 1 00 ^‘0
86,56 35,1 4 2 0 X £.
92,60 11.4 1 )
93,11 16,1 J
2 0 } 'C - ^ x '£
94.
TABLE IV (cont. )
w.n* K&E a m i Classification
21401.31 60*9 7 3 2 3'3-,; A
04.31 31.0 4 2 00
07,23 8*3 2 1 00
10.61 14.0 3 1 0
17,44 39,3 4 1 00
20,70 13,4 3 1 0
27.56 44.4 6 3 0
40.31 130 8 4 3 î 'H ^
46*79 126 8 3 2
51.42 57.0 5 2 Id
56.53 0 00 00
58.84 8.6 1 00 -
63.10 10.5 2 0 00
80.64 20,1 3 1 0
85.52 87.0 6 4 2
92.42 5.0 1 OOd m
94,93 11,6 0 00 m
97,62 9*0 1 0 00
21501.60 13,6 1 Od «#
02.76 6,7 0 0 1 ^ '£
15.19 2.8 1 0 ##
20.92 10,2 3 1 1
95.
TABLE IV (coat. )
w.n.
21627.84
29.54
30,64
33.33
43.49
44.82 
70.31
70.83 
73.46 
83.62 
85.45 
93*77
21601.63
14.14 
19.80
35.44 
46*92 
50.56
55.44 
64.36 
71.27
98.15 
21707.75
29.01
5,3
4.0
Om&L
146
485
233
160
6,0
227
39.2
7.6
19.1 
35.8 
81.0
17.4
24.0
18.2 
4.5 
7.3
U
a;
10
9
8
2
10
5
1
5
5
10
00
3
4 
4 
2 
1
00
00
00
7
5
4 
00
6 
3
00
0
5 
3
00
1
1
2
1
00
I^He Classification, 
Od
1
1
4
6
5
2
4
4
00
4
1
0
00
00
3
0
i  A ^  ^
96.
w.n.
Ta b l e  i v ( cont. )
KSsE c a L  Bj J^+Ee Classification.
21740.19 6.7 3 2 3
46.27 25.0 4 2
55.92 7.6 1 1 m
57.96 4 Oh 0 00
71.28
71.84 11.6
0
2
00
2
00
1
06.69 30.7 3 2 00
21803.61 2.0 1 0 0
06.54 54.3 5 2 0 s'o-^ ^ /
09.48 9,3 2 1
15.61 123 10 5 4
20.64 13.4 4 2 4
27.09 286 10 6 5
30.56 60.0 5 3 1
37.43 76.0 6 4 3
41.22 3.2 1 0 00
43.55 6.6 Ih '
i ' ( j  ^ £
s ‘a -^ ^ £
44.49
47.63
7.4
75.0
/ >
8
00
é
0
ë
62.76 134 a 6 5 j'3->^ /
65.07 18. C 2 1 1
71.90 5.6 1 00 3 V  —  ^2 /
84.68 188 10 6 5
97.
TABLS IV ( cont. )
w.n.
21897.08
21900.12
03.32
05.79 
13.02
13.18
22.71 
30.40 
31.77 
36.14 
37.52
51.80
60.18 
63.56 
67.13 
72.38
81.71 
85.24
22002.39
14.85
24.83
24.48
21.1
4.7
19.0
62.5 
20.9
13.1
31.4
26.4
32.0
35.6 
107
9.5
17.6
28.2
22.7
27.1 
2.4
23.8 
9.0 
8.2 
7.3
3
Oa
0
3
4 
1 
2 
4
4
5
4 
10
2
3
6 
3 
6 
1
5 
2
0
00
00
1
0
2
2
6
0
1
3
1
2
0
3
1
2
2
i^He Classification 
00
00
5
1
0
00
2
1
2
0
00
4
1
0
0
3
00
2
3
98.
TABLE IV { cont. ) 
w.n. m s  UmL H, &-HS Clnsalflcatlon
22030.56 11.0
Î o
31.29 3.2 2.
2 1
40.15 11.4 2h 1 00
46.37 61.0 6 4 3
48.66 48.4 7 . 3 3
53.66 4 3'A' ^7
32.7 U Ï 3 2
54.01 6;
59.41 4.8 1 1 1
63.07 21.3 3 1 0
72.46
73.37
7.6
12.4
5
2J
2
79.72 2 1 0
82.61 15.1 3ah 2 0
97.47 27.1 7 3 2
22102.15 14.1 2 2 0
i ^ 3 <2 £
3 '/* -» J 7
10.43 ) 
10.79 J 35.6 :
0
17.91 6.8 3 1 1
26.88 3.9 0 00 0
28.00
28.86
6.7
3.8 1 ' 00
3 V —) <2
30.30 9.6 3 1 1
99.
T..BLE IV ( cont. )
w#n. K&E ii+HeX Classification,
22139,45 4,4 3 1 2
41,31 7,6 2 1
45,57 4 ,6 3 1 2
47,95 9,3 3 0
61,66 6,9 1 1 1
58,45 31,5 4 2 1
62.31 14.7 6 2 1
71.16 3,6 2 2 2
83,74 00 0 0 XTu
88.25 34,2 6 3 2
91,78 6.4 1 1 1
93,99 13.7 2 1 00
96,99 1 1 1
22202,47 8,9 2 1 0
06,34 33,7 1 0 0
08,13 3,7 1 0 0
15,76 3,5 1 0 0
10.21 8,6 2 0 1
23,30 53,8 4 ^ 3 4
25,34 61,4 10 4 4
32.45 14,0 1 2 0
37,62 0 0 1
39,17 3,1 1 00 00
Ta BLB IV ( cont. )
100.
\7*n#
22241*08
K&E
1 0
U^ile
0
Classification.
47.21 56.5 5 2 2
65*25 111 9 4 4
76*33 36*2 4 3 4
84*92
93.62
94.48
41*0
3.2
8
00
3
00
2
00
97*72 2*3 1 0 0
22304*85 7*0 1 2 2
08*89 8.6 2 1 0
4*/ -> 2 7L*16.72 4.1 2 0 00
20*24 11*0 3 0 00
26.03 5.0 1 00 00
29.79 21.6 5 1 1
33.48 6.7 1 0 *» 5'^  —i l i -
43.81 26*8 E 8 8
75.72 4*4 2 0
79.40 70*9 8 5 3
94.07 8.6 2 1 1
95*79 5*5 1 1 1
224 10.40 90.0 10 5 5
19.69 13.0 2 0 0
101.
Table iv ( cont }
w,n. K&E GÆLL Classification,
22423,83 6.9 1 1 1
j 3^
31.10
32,02
30.9
26,4
3 3
38.09
58.69 6.1 :} 1 1
49.78 19.2 3 2 2
51,67 13.9 3 2 00
61.50 15.8 5 2 00 s ' e - ^ z ' L
66,66 28.; 6 3 3 ^ Kk
76,06 28,3 6 3 3
77,97 66,7 9 4 4
89,64 72.1 7 4 2
94 87 18,9 3 2 0
22501,76 9,4 2 1 00
09,10 8,6 2 1 00 i ' c ->
19.11 2.9 1 00 00
23,16 8,6 2 ' 0
26.52 4.5 3 0 0 i
37,10 4,6 1 00 00 If. z
41,66 0,7 2 0 0
45,76 5,8 1 0 m
45,27 5,3 1 0 0
TABLE IV ( cont. )
102.
W.n, K&E ÜMâcL H, Classification,
22565,02 6,7 Ih 0
59,44 . 
60.02 6,4
1
0 0
70,63 4,4 0 00 0
73,20 2,8 1 00 0
78.51 6,3 Oh 0 1
87.98 15.2 2 5 3
91.78 13,3 2* 3 Od
22601.50 21.1 3 2 1
02,82 15.1 2 1
^d
04,07 11,9 1 1
12il5 8.7 2 1 m j {4 ^
13,42 7,4 1 1 -
16.65 32,9 4 3 1
19,03 6.4 1 00 1
20,69 35,4 4 3 1 s '3 ^ ^
24,89 7,5 1 0 1 3 "2 ^
31.71 47,0 5 4 5
37 ,48 12.5 2 1 0
43.75 21,5 3 3 5
47,73 33,3 4 3 3
51,41 12.8 2 2 2
103.
TABLE IV (cont. )
w,n* K&E Qli&L ' H^ 4-H©
22657.81 86.0 a 5 5
66.21 11.6 3h ]
2 1
66.93 10.2 2 j
84.08 0 0 0
97.15 19.8 2 2 0
22708.20 3.7 1 0 «»
13.66 2.8 0 00 2d
17.07 18.7 4 2 1
30.00 6.7 1
2 2
30.82 4.1 1
36.96 1.8 0 00 1
61.81 7.8 2 1 00
65.71 7.3 1 1 1
68.00 22.6 4 3 3
77,41 13.6 3 8 1
92.13 4.6 1 00 00
22801.45 4.8 1 0 1
06.47 12.0 2 0 -
13.30 5.2 1 00 00
16.27 1.5 1 00 00
24.89 3.5 1 0 0
27.77 20.3 4 3 3
14-à
' o - - z £
f - ^ z i
îL-^zl !
U^-V-^Z £
TABLE IV ( cont. )
104.
w.n. KScE GM&L 4^
22847.90 2.0 0 0 00
66.48 2.4 1 00 00
72.87 5.5 2 1 1
88.79 6.8 1 1 1
105.
Results and Discussion.
The lines of the secondary spectrma of hydrogen are 
affected by the addition of helium in different eays. The 
lines fall into three groups, (1) those which are enhanced, 
(3) those which show no appreciable alteration, {Z) those 
which show a $arked decrease in intensity,
Froa the tables the first result that is seen is that 
in general the lines of the triplet system are generally 
unaffected or increased in intensity, while the lines of 
the singlet system are soldom Increased, and are generally 
diminished in intensity after the addition of the helium.
There is another striking change; the continuous 
spectrum especially in the second range, i#e# H ^  to 
Hy , is increased in intensity after the helium has been 
added.
It seemed to the author that the theory of the 
excitation of the singlet and triplet lines as given in 
Section 5, could be used in interpreting the above results 
in the case of the spectrum of mixtures of hydrogen and 
helium.
Since the number of helium atoms in tho discharge 
tube is very great compared with the number of hydrogen 
molecules, the probability that electrons will collide 
with helium atoms will be very much greater than with 
hydrogen molecules, Kow it may be assumed that the
presence of so much helium which has metastable states at
106.
19*73 and 20*51 volts and Ionisation potential of 25*5 
volts will have the result of lowering the average velocity 
of the electrons, as compared with the velocities in the 
hydrogen tube with low pressure hydrogen. The helium 
atoms may he compared to a safety valve; many of the 
electrons losing their energy when they have gained energy 
slightly greater than 20 volts.
Therefore a redistribution of intensity in the lines 
of the secondary spectrum is to be expected. It has 
already been pointed out that the triplet lines appear 
to approach a maximum in intensity, when excited by 
electrons of 19 volts, while the maximum intensity of the 
singlet lines is found at 30 to 45 volts. It would 
therefore follow that the effect of the addition of the 
helium would be to change the relative intensity of the 
different lines - in fact, the singlet lines would be 
weakened and the lines of the triplet system increased 
in intensity, so that there would be a definite change if 
the lines of one system were compared with those of the 
other#
Another experimental result may be obtained from the 
photographs taken, which emphasises the explanation already 
given# The continuous spectrum is increased in intensity 
in the spectrum of the hydrogen ^ helium mixture> especially 
from the region of to tho shorter wave length part
of the spectrum. Now, since, as has already been pointed 
out, the continuous spectrum Is due to transitions from the
107.
higher excited triplet states to the unstable ground 
state, one would expect the continuous spectrum to be 
increased in intensity, If the linos of the triplet system 
showed an Increase after the addition of the helium.
It therefore seems that there is a general effect 
taking place after the addition of the helium; the triplet 
lines are stronger relative to the singlet,than in the 
spectrurri of pure .hydrogen
108.
Selective Effect.
Besides the general effect by the addition of helluxa, 
the lines of the singlet and triplet systems are not all 
decreased or Increased in Intensity to the some degree.
In order to Investigate this e study was made of the lines 
as they have been arranged by Richardson. It was often 
found that the effect of the addition of helium is not 
known for all the lines of a group, as this usually 
includes many faint lines, A selection of tho more 
completed bands are given below; these were taken from 
the z '  k  z 'S, , and 3 ^  B —  ^z '  £ systems and also 
the so called cL bands,
/ f _
The most pronounced effect is shown in the 3 “B Z 
system in which the Q band Is strong. It Is seen that the 
helium weakens the lines with low rotational quantum number, 
and strengthens the high rotation quantum numbers. This 
has already been noticed by Richardson In one or two of his 
bands.
It Is also seen that if we examine lines with the same 
rotation quantum number, lines which are weakened in the 
(0,0) band or (1,1) band are not so greatly diminished In 
intensity as the final vibration quantum number Increases; 
while the strengthening of the high rotation lines seems 
to increase.
109.
TABiaS V* 
SKLSCTIVE EFFECT.
(1) 3^A->2^2. (P strong, R weak.)
P System.
(0,0) Band.
m w.n. KèE GM H+He
3 21815.61 123 10 5 4
4 21847.63 73 8 4 3
5 21884.68 188 10 6 6
6 21930.40 31.4 4 2 2
7 21972.38 22.7 3 1 1
(0,1) Band.
m w.n. Kh£ GIUL I^ +He
3 20503*04 34 6 3 3
4 20540.69 16.7 3 2 2
5 20585*01 60.5 9 4 3
6 20639.38 8.7 1 0 1
7 20691.47 8.5 3
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TABIlî V ( oont. )
(1,1) Band.
m w.n. Kkü OM&rl, n.
3 22691.78 18.8 2 8
4 22612.15 8.7 2 1
5 22616.55 82.9 4 8
6 22618.42 7.4 1 1
(1,2) Band.
m w.a. K&E GM&l H+Ee
20072.80 24.5 6 1 0
5 20118.28 26 5
6
1 0
111.
TABLi: V ( cont. )
:2) a'a-fs'z. (Q system strong. )
Q System.
(0,0) Band.
m w.n. KfcE GM&.L I^ +H©
2 21830.56 CO 6 3 1
3 21827.99 286 10 6 5
4 21837.43 76 6 4 3
5 21862.76 134 8 6 5
6 21905.79 19 3 2 3
7 21967.13 28.2 5 3 4
8 22047.14 1
(0,1) Band.
n w.n. GMSpX> % H+He
2 20514.19 2 4 3
3 20515.48 90.0 8 ' 5 4
4 20530.48 21.9 4 2 2
5 20663.05 3
6 20614.80 7.9 0
7 20685.21 10.4 6 2 3
8 20777.30
112.
TABIE V ( oont. )
(1,1) Band.
m w.n. K&2 GrM&3àt I^He
2 22613.42 7.4 1 1
3 22620.69 35.4 4 3 1
4 22637.48 12.5 2 1 0
5 22666.93 10.2 2 2 1
6 22710.94 1
7 22770.26 0
(1,2) Band •
m w.n. KfcE GM&L H+He
2 21333.56 29.0 3 2 0
3 21344.12 159 8 5 3
4 21365.71 38.8 5 3 1
5 21401.31 60.9 7 3 2
6 21462.78 7.9 1
7 21520.92 10.2 3 1 1
8 21606.01 1
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MLïï V ( cont* )
(1,3) Band.
m w.n# GMfrl S. lÿ-E©
E 20088.33 16.7 3 00 •*
3 20101.74 49 8 3 2
4 20127.64 30.7 6 2 2
5 20168.72 22.1 6 1 1
6 20226.66 10*2 3
7 20302.96 7,8 3 00 0
114
TABLi: V { cont. )
(2,4) Band.
m w.n. K&Z GH&L lÿHe
2 20818.88 2a 1 -
S 20837.28 72.2 2 4 1
4 20867.24 17 2 1 -
5 20910.38 25 5 (3 1)
6 20967.66 3.5 0 0 00
7 21039.79 4.1 2 1 1
(2,5) Band.
m w.n. ly-Ec
Z 19640.06 8.4 1
3 19660.83 40.4 9 1 00
4 19694.55 9.7 1
5 19742.22 29.2 6 0 0
6 19805.44 Oa
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TAB13 V ( oont, )
(3) THE a BAKDS.
Q Branches,
(0,0) Band.
m w*n. E&E GMfrL Î^ +He
1 16611.43 173 10 7 10
£ 16596.37 47.0 10 3 5
3 16573.94 81,1 10 6 10
4 16544.31 18.5 2 00 3
5 16607.71 21.3 2 00 4
6 16464.49 0 - 0
(1,1) Band.
m W.n. K&E GM*1
1 16330.59 152 10 6 6
2 16316.05 61.0 6 2 3
3 16294,37 78.0 10 4 5
4 16265.75 17.9 3
5 16230.41 19.6 1
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TABLii V ( oont. )
(2,1) Band.
m w,n. K&ü Gll &B H. H+Eo
1 18445.44 60.0 10 3 2
Z 18425.06 38.8 8 0 0
3 18394.7? 30.0 10
4 18354.75 4.0 £
5 18305.25 3.8 2a
(2,2) Band.
m w.n. K&E GlUL % % E e
1 16060.31 137 10 4 3
Z 16046.28 44.5 7 0 1
3 16025.36 68.0 10 2 2
4 15997.73 15.8 £ 1
6 . 15963.63 16.4 2
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tJ S m  Y ( cont* )
Branch#
(0,0) Band,
m w.n. K&E GH^L
0 16678.57 40.0 10 2 3
1 16730.65 120 10 6 10
2 16774.42 34.7 6 3 6
3 16809.70 38.0 6 1 4
4 16836.04 10.1 1
6 16853.01 10,8 1
6 16860.14 1
7 16866,91 Ih
118.
TiiBLK 7 ( oont. )
p"" Branch#
(8,0) Band.
m w#n# Kfcü GM&L % H+]X
£ 16479.06 24.4 7 1 2
3 16399.79 67.0 10 2 3
4 16314.99 29.5 4 0 3
5 16225.06 36.0 8
6 16130.47 12.9 2
7 16031.77 11.7 2 • 1
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SUMMARY.
It is apparent from this investigation that the 
presence of foreign gases influence in a rematkable way 
the spectra of Cther gases, and that in many cases an 
explanation may be given of the changes which take place 
using the theory of collisions by which collisions of the 
second kind take piece between the excited atoms or ions 
of the foreign gas and the normal gas atoms or molecules.
Two previous experimental observations have been 
examined: the influence of water vapour on the spectra of
hydrogen and the strong appearance of the Cl) bands in the 
arc spectrum of a mixture containing a rare gas. In the 
first case the presence of the water vapour prevents the 
excitation of the continuous spectrum end the secondary 
spectrum of hydrogen; as the water vapour is removed 
these spectra begin to appear. This has been interpreted 
os due to collisions of the second kind between water 
vapour ions and hydrogen molecules. It seems also that 
the strong intensity of the CH bands is due to collisions 
of the second kind between excited rare gas atoms in 
metastable states and the CN molecule.
Experiments were carried out with mixtures of hydrogen 
and oxygen, and hydrogen and helium. In the spectra 
obtained using hydrogen and oxygen, tho Balmer lines were 
present with intensities greater than in the ordinary
120.
speotrm of hydrogen; this %as found to be the case at 
all the pressures at which the mixture was excited. The 
theory of collision processes again gives a very precise 
explanation of the enhancement of the lines of the Balmer 
series.
From recent experimental and theoretical investigations, 
it has been shown that the singlet end triplet systems 
of lines of the secondary spectrum of hydrogen do not 
behave in the same manner towards electron excitation.
This theory seems to explain the general results obtained 
when mixtures of helium and hydrogen were excited. The 
triplet lines show in general an incresse in intensity 
relative to the singlet lines. There is however a selective 
effect, and the problem is more extensive than at first 
supposed*
This problem of hydrogen and helium is related to the 
more general investigation of the excitation of the rotational 
states of molecules by impacts of the second kind. This 
problem was first investigated by Duffendack, but no theory 
has as yet been published* Further investigations into 
this problem are being carried out by the author in the 
Physical Laboratory of Michigan University.
121.
In conclusion, the author wishes to express his 
sincere thanks to Professor H. Stanley ^llen, F.R.S,, for 
the keen interest he has always shown, for his helpful 
suggestions, and for his kindly eriticisni throughout the 
course of these investigations.
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